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1. FOREWORD
Hansen Yuncken (HY) is a company built on a strong heritage and culture, with
values that have evolved since our inception in 1918.
These values shape how we work and define who we are. They differentiate us
and underline the passion for what we do:


We work hard to understand, complement, and add value to client projects,



We believe that by embracing innovation we will deliver to exceptional
outcomes,



Our people express our values, culture and commitment to excellence, and



We recognise our responsibility to meaningfully contribute to the fabric of the
communities we work with and help to create, in particular our connection to
the Traditional Owners of Australia.

Our deep commitment to embracing, understanding and celebrating the rich and
diverse history of Indigenous Australians, representing the world’s oldest living
culture, provided the impetus for the creation of our dedicated corporate Roadmap
for Impact: Indigenous Participation Framework.
This framework is both an embodiment of our commitment to addressing the
gross disparities that exist between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians in
employment, enterprise and education and an acknowledgement that our ability
to positively contribute to Indigenous people and communities, is linked to our
aspiration to continue to develop our own cultural competence in the way we do
business.

Indigenous Participation Framework

HY’s Roadmap for Impact: Indigenous Participation Framework, embeds within
our organisation practical steps to create and extend opportunities for Indigenous
people and enterprises.
This framework recognises the reciprocal benefits of actively supporting
Indigenous people and enterprise in the communities in which we work, the
contribution of Indigenous people to our organisational culture and reflects our
aspiration as an organisation to demonstrate leadership in this domain.
HY will not only apply our best endeavours to ensure that we meet our obligations
and explore opportunities for Indigenous participation on projects for which
Indigenous participation is expected by our clients, our Roadmap for Impact
will ensure that we continue to develop deep and productive relationships with
Indigenous people and communities throughout all the regions in which we do
business.
We are proud to have developed a framework that provides an organisationwide approach to the development, implementation and monitoring of Indigenous
Participation Plans tailored to each of the projects we engage. Incorporating
the principles of the Roadmap for Impact: Indigenous Participation Framework
in the company’s project management processes, coupled with the continued
development of our own Indigenous cultural awareness in the workplace
characterises the way in which HY seeks to do business.
Peter Salveson
CEO
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2. TOWARDS INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION
The Indigenous Participation Maturity Model maps our journey as an organisation
towards a culture of Indigenous participation and impact. This model demonstrates
our commitment to addressing the disparities that exist between indigenous and
non-indigenous Australians in employment, enterprise and education across all
areas of our business.
Hansen Yuncken Policy,
Practices & Executive Sponsorship

'IMPACT'
'EMBED'

'BUILD'

'COMMITTED'

COMPLIANT
 Indigenous Participation
 Compliance obligations met

Indigenous Participation Framework

 Indigenous participation
championed, executive
commitment clear
 Strategy & policies
established

 Cultural Awareness raised
 People leaders engaged
 Governance frameworks
established

 Formalised engagement
programs emerge
 Indigenous participation
promoted
 Supporting systems &
practices in place
 Leader role modelling and
accountable
 Culturally Competent staff

 Indigenous Participation
Targets and Reporting
are business and cultural
norms
 State Managers
& employees fully
accountable
 Indigenous staff
and suppliers drive
demonstrable value and
business results
 Cultural Competent staff
and sub contractors
 Aspirational participation
targets exceeded
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3. HY’S INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORK
Our Indigenous Participation Framework was developed to activate and embed
our strategy for Indigenous participation throughout various levels of work,
business, and engagement on building and construction projects in a consistent
and sustainable manner.
This Framework provides a Roadmap for Impact by communicating expectations
to our employees, subcontractors, advisors, external agencies and other
stakeholders that we will actively create deeper sources of value through
embracing, understanding and supporting our Indigenous communities and staff.

excellence in
employment and
training

excellence in project
management

excellence in
education

Indigenous Participation Framework

ROADMAP
FOR
IMPACT

excellence in
enterprise

excellence
in cultural
competence
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4. EXCELLENCE IN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
We believe that our duty to our staff and the communities in which we work
extends beyond the process of construction. Our commitment to Excellence in
Employment and Training ensures that we maximise opportunities for positive
impact within our organisation and across the communities in which we work by
removing the barriers to Indigenous employment and career development

OUR
PATHWAYS

 Employment with
Hansen Yuncken
 Employment with
sub-contractors
engaged in
project specific
opportunities
 Employment with
suppliers
 Undergraduate
Training Programs
 Graduate Training
Programs

EVALUATING
OPPORTUNITIES
 Audit of Indigenous
representation in
Hansen Yuncken
workforce provides
data to drive
employment parity
 Project specific
job skills analysis
determines the
type and number
of roles required to
deliver projects to
completion

 Apprenticeships

Indigenous Participation Framework

ENGAGEMENT
APPROACH
 Community Information
Sessions to identify
interested parties
for employment and
training
 Data gathering of the
aggregate local labour
force for each project to
match to opportunities
 Individual assessment
of training and upskilling options for local
Indigenous workforce
 Project specific
appointment of
Community Liaison
Officer

SUPPORTING
SUCCESS
 Industry Scholarship
Programs
 Leadership Development
Programs

MEASURING
IMPACT
 Report on recruitment
and career progression
of Indigenous staff at
HY

 Structured Career
Development Plans,
including 1:1 Mentoring

 Report on Training
and Development of
Indigenous staff at HY

 Pre-employment support,
including the provision of preemployment training

 Project specific Monthly
Opportunities Report

 Mandatory Cultural
Awareness Training of local
Indigenous context for project
staff and subcontractors
 Community Information
Sessions to identify
interested parties for
employment and training

CULTURALLY
APPROPRIATE
PROCESSES AND
PRACTICES UNDERPIN
OUR APPROACH

 Project specific Monthly
Participation Report
 Project specific
Statement of
Opportunities Report
mandated through SubContractor Tenders
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5. EXCELLENCE IN ENTERPRISE
In striving for Excellence in Enterprise we seek to maximise access to
opportunities for local and Indigenous businesses on our projects. We
recognise that the procurement practices implemented by our Company and our
contractors provide significant opportunity to make a positive and sustainable
economic impact on the local and other Indigenous communities in which we

PROCUREMENT
POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES
 Contract clauses
reference Indigenous
businesses where
applicable
 Contract Evaluation
Criteria weight in favor
of local and Indigenous
businesses where
applicable
 Procurement
staff provided with
relevant Indigenous
participation training
and materials

EVALUATING
OPPORTUNITIES

 Analysis of local and
existing services
that are able to
support Indigenous
Business capability
development
 Identification of nonconstruction supply
opportunities
 Identification of
construction project
specific procurement
opportunities across
the supply chain

 Indigenous contractors
required to nominate a
responsible person to
liaise with HY

Indigenous Participation Framework

ENGAGEMENT
APPROACH

 Community Information
Sessions
 Option to create a
dedicated Indigenous
Consultative
Committee
 Data gathering of
local sub contractor
capabilities for each
project to match to
opportunities
 Community liaison
to identify local
Indigenous protocols
 Project specific
appointment of
Community Liaison
Officer

work. Success in this domain is predicated on forming productive and trusting
relationships with our Indigenous suppliers, coupled with appropriate support to
ensure that their businesses are able to work with us in a commercially, technically
and economically competitive manner.

SUPPORTING
SUCCESS

 Promotion of existing
services to support capability
development
 Advice on tender
development and
submission
 HY to work closely with
sub-contractors to manage
obligations
 Option to create a dedicated
Indigenous Consultative
Committee as required
 Mandatory Cultural
Awareness Training of
local Indigenous contexts
for project staff and
subcontractors

MEASURING
IMPACT

 Project specific
Opportunities Report
 Monthly Aboriginal
Participation Report
on relevant projects
 Key Community
Contacts,
Subcontractors and
Suppliers Report

SUPPORTING SELF
DETERMINATION
THROUGH ECONOMIC
PROSPERITY

 Database of
Aggregate
Indigenous supplier
spend recorded for
Executive reporting
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6. EXCELLENCE IN CULTURAL COMPETENCE
We believe in fostering an inclusive workplace experience where Indigenous
employees, sub-contractors and suppliers are recognised for their contribution,
connected and empowered. Our commitment to Excellence in Cultural
Competence ensures that we maximise our understanding of Australia’s

Indigenous communities and culture through our knowledge exchange initiatives,
policies and procedures. This in turn, supports the development of positive and
constructive relationships throughout our business cycle.

Archaeology and Heritage
Management

Investment in Community
Development Initiatives

Processes for managing and protecting
Indigenous relics, sites or remains
identified prior to, or discovered during,
construction activities embedded in the
HY project management process

Consistent with HY’s Social Investment and
Philanthropy Policy, the Company actively
explores opportunities to support community
initiatives in partnership with Indigenous
stakeholders

Indigenous Cultural
Awareness
Processes for managing and protecting
Indigenous relics, sites or remains
identified prior to, or discovered during,
construction activities embedded in the
HY project management process

EMBEDDING
CULTURAL
AWARENESS

HR Policies and Procedues

EMBRACING

TRUSTING

RESPECTFUL

Recognise and responsive to the
different responsibilities Indigeneous
people have to their traditional culture
and provide a work environment that is
culturally sensitive and supportive

EDUCATIONAL
Indigenous Participation Framework
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7. EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
We believe in the transformative power of education in creating opportunities for
meaningful employment and employee workforce development. When coupled
with the practical skills we provide through our projects, our commitment to
Excellence in Education is a key element of our Roadmap for Impact.

Universities

TAFES

Sponsoring Industry Scholarship’s to support
the development of practical skills and industry
knowledge. HY is associated with the Built
Environment Undergraduate programs across
Australia, with a target annual intake of one
student from each state to our dedicated
Graduate Training Program.

HY provides both company and project
specific training opportunities across a
range of trade disciplines in partnership
with TAFES throughout Australia as
part of our ongoing commitment to
Indigenous Participation.

Agencies

WORKFORCE
CAPACITY
BUILDING

Partner with the Master Builders
Apprenticeship Service to recruit, select,
employ and train apprentices and trainees.
Partner with Indigenous Employment
Providers to provide access to ancillary
services and support of long term unemployed
and fulfill job readiness requirements.

Local communities
At HY, learning is a two way street.
In order for us to be able to add value
to the Indigenous communities in which
we work, we are committed to increasing
our own knowledge of Indigenous culture
through structured and unstructured
knowledge sharing initiatives

EMPOWERING

COMMITMENT TO LEARNING

COLLABORATIVE

CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE
Indigenous Participation Framework
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8. EXCELLENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Our commitment to Excellence in Project Management ensures that we
combine each of the elements of our Indigenous Participation Framework into the
development, implementation and monitoring of Indigenous Participation Plans
tailored to each of the projects we engage.

OUR APPROACH
 Indigenous Participation Framework is
embedded in our Project Management
methodology, systems and processes

 Indigenous Participation Targets and
Reporting are business and cultural
norms
 Legislative requirements for Indigenous
Participation represent a minimum
threshold for our work
 Processes support on-going review and
refinement of our framework as part of
our commitment to continued business
improvement

Indigenous Participation Framework

EXCELLENCE IN
ENTERPRISE

MONITOR, REVIEW, REPORT

 A commitment to forming strong and
productive relationships and meaningful
engagement with Indigenous colleagues
and communities is a core function

EXCELLENCE IN
EMPLOYMENT,
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

EXCELLENCE
IN CULTURAL
COMPETENCE

PROJECT SPECIFIC
INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION PLANS
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